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Abstract 

We study the issue of income convergence with a Bayesian estimator. Our approach 
permits the estimation of one speed of adjustment to the steady state for each cross sectional 
unit. When this feature is allowed, we find that the adjustement of each unit to (its own) 
steady state income lev~l is much faster than previously estimateci but that cross sectional 
differences persist: inequalities will only be reduced by a small amount by the passage of 
time. W e argue that the slow convergence rate to a common level of per-capita in come found, 
e.g., by Barro and Sala-i-Martin, is due to a 'fixed effect bias' that their analysis introduces 
in the results. The cross country distribution of the steady state is largely explained by the 
cross country distribution of initial conditions. 
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l INTRODUCTION l 

l Introd uction 

The issue of convergence of per-capita incomes across economie areas is an old one. Are income 

differences across countries and regions disappearing as, time goes by? Do poor regions stay 

poor? This issue has been placed at the forefront of economie research in the last few years, for 

example, by Barro and Sala-i Martin (BS) (1991) and (1992). They analyze the available data 

with cross-section regressions, and conclude that convergence obtains when using a cross section 

of countries, US states or even European regions and that it happens roughly at the very slow 

rate of 2% a year. In the case of US states or European regions, convergence is to a common 

level ofper-capita income, but countries appear to converge to a common steady state only after 

conditioning by proxies of human capitai and government policy. A large literature has ensued, 

exploring these issues in different data sets and with different statistica] methods, but the main 

results of BS have been, by ancl large, confirmecJl. Houghly speaking, these results support the 

view that, as long as countries follow "'adequate'' policies on human capitai accumulation, size 

of government sector, etc., clifferences in per-capita income between economie areas will slowly 

disappear as time goes by. 

Typically, the convergence literature attempts to explain income growth for each unit ( either 

country or region) by aggregating growth rates over the sample periocl, ancl then performing 

a cross-section regression with one observation per unit. Such an approach is problematic for 

three reasons: first, it wastes information, since unit-specific time variations in growth rates 

are ignored in the estimation process; second, it prevents the estimation of a stPacly state for 

each uni t separately, which causes a number of conceptua1 an d econometrie clistortions; third. 

i t forces the use of clefinitions of convergence that do not capture closely the idea of persistence 

of inequality. 

In this paper we provicle an a.lternative clefinition of convergence that allows us to ana.lyzes 

the evolution across time of per capita income ancl propose a Bayesian procedure to estimate 

convergence rates and the steacly states that uses the information available for all periods and 

all cross sectional units. Our prior clistribution is based on the belief that the parameters of 

1 See, for example, Mankiw, Romer and Weil (199:2), Barro and Lee (1994), Sala-i-Martin (1995) or Durlauf 
and Johnson (1994). The main conclusions and the estimates are even consistent when the analysis is performed 
for regions which are under very different politica! aml economie system than Europe or the US (see, e.g. the 
case of China in Rìvera-Batìz (1993) or the oue of Japan in Shiojì (1993)). 
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the statistica! model in different units have "similar" but not necessarily identica] values. This 

allows an efficient use of all information available without imposing unrealistic assumptions that 

may cause various types of biases. Once steady state estimates are obtained for each uni t we can 

test, in a second step, what variables determine the cross sectional distribution of steady states. 

In particular, we can examine whether initial conditions or other factors explain the dispersion 

of estimated steady states and, in this manner, perform a meaningful test of persistence in 

inequality. This estimation strategy is applied to two data sets: yearly per capita income of 

European regions, and of OECD European countries. 

Three major findings arise from our analysis: 

• Average estimates of the convergence rate are much higher than those found in the liter

ature: about 11% for countries an d 23% for regions, with each uni t converging to its own 

steady state. These estimates imply a capitai share in a neoclassical production function 

of the order of 0.20-0.3.5. 

• The hypothesis that the steacly state is the same far a.ll cross sectional-uni ts is rejectecl by 

the data, both far regions and countries. 

• The initial income conclitions are, by far, the most important cleterminant of the cross 

sectional dispersion of steady sta.tes. Poorer regions ancl countries stay poor; over time, 

differences are reduced only by a sma1l amount. 

Our study also shows that, when the prior forces all parameters to be exactly equal in all units 

(a case rejected in formai testing, but the one that most closely resembles the cross-sectiona1 

approach of BS), a systematic clistortion emerges that causes the averaged estimatecl convergence 

rate to be biased downward and, surprisingly, of the order of 2%. Then, we explain the previous 

estimates of 2% as arising from a fixecl effects bias, well known in the pane] dataliterature (see 

e.g. Hsiao (198.5) and, more recently, with a clifferent ftavor, Pesaran ancl Smith (199.5)); such 

a value is mechanically obtained from the data when observations from heterogeneous units are 

pooled as if their data generating process were the same. 

Our work is linked to a number ofpapers present in the literature. Quah (199:3)-(1994) has 

used a non-parametric procedure to examine the evolution of income distributions across time; 
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he provides descriptive sta.tistics, but no formai testing of the importance of initial conditions. 

We share with Quah the preoccupation for exploiting the information in all periods, as well as 

the use of per-capita in come scaled by the average ( over the cross section) per-capita income. 

On the other hand, we share with BS the use of a tightly parameterized model which allows for 

testing of hypothesis. Our definition of convergence is related to that of Bernard and Durlauf 

(1994) in that it focuses on the evolution across time of the expectation of per capita income. 

Parente and Prescott (199;-q analyze informally the data and also argue that the evidence is 

consistent with persistence of inequality. The point that the convergence rate may have been 

underestimated by BS is al so m ade by Evans ( 199.')) using standard pane] data estimators. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a definition of convergence 

and links it to those previously presented in the literature. Section 3 discusses the statistica] 

model and the Bayesian estimation and testing strategy. Section 4 describes the data. Section .5 

discusses estimates of the rate of convergence across specifications, tests of equality of estimateci 

steacly states ancl ofpersistent inequality. Section 6 examines possible sources of misspecification 

and econometrie biases which may affect the essence of the results. Section 7 concludes. 

2 A Definition of Persistence in Inequality 

The issue we are interested in studying is: is there a tendency for the income of initially poor 

units to become similar, on average, to the income of initially rieh units as time passes? or is 

it the case that initially poor stay poorer than the rest? In the former case we would say there is 

convergence, in the latter that there is persistence of inequality. 

To properly state the issue at stake, we first provide a definition of persistence of inequality 

and of convergence that most closely fonnalizes the above icleas. vVe assume that observations 

collected across units ancl time. The evolution of per capita income for all units is determined 

by a doubly inclexecl stochastic process {17}, where i E I indexes units, ancl t= O, l, ... indexes 

time. The set I can be the first n integers, the unit intervaL etc. The initial values {Y~}~ 1 are 

assumed to be random variables. It is convenient to stucly (the log of) each unit's per-capita 

income relative to the aggregate, i.e. y~ = log (~:) , where 1't represents the aggregate per

capita income over all units a.t each t; in section ;3 we will argue that modelling this variable has 

adva.ntages from both theoretical ancl econometrie point of views. 
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Let wi = limt_. 00 E0 y1, where the limit is assumed to exist. Notice that wi 1s a random 

va.riable indexed by i alone. 

Definition l {Y/} displays unconditional persisttnce of inequality if the function f defined as 

(1) 

is monotonically increasing. 

Definition 2 {11n displays persistence of ineqMlity, conditional on variables Xi if the function 

f defined as 

E; (wiiyb,X;) = f(yb,X;) (2) 

is such that f( ., X;) is monotonically increasing for all possible values of X;. 

Notice tha.t the expectation in (l) ancl (2) is taken with respect the cross sectional clistribution. 

The first clefinition implies that initially rich units are expectecl to stay relatively rich, re

gardless of their specific characteristics, while conditional persistence in inequality allows for 

factors other than the initial conclitions to affect income. The fact that in the definition of w; we 

deal with expecta.tions (as t gets large) disregards differences in units' income due to temporary 

shocks, a.nd concentrates instead on differences that persist through time on average. Also, the 

fact that in (l) a.nd (2) we deal with expectations across units allows for some units that sta.rted 

our poor to become rich (see Parente ancl Prescott (199:3). Hence the presence ofbusiness cycles 

or of 'economie miracles' does not prevent persistence of inequality. 

A corresponcling definition of nn condi tiona.l ( conditional) convergence states t h a t the function 

fin (l) (the function f(.,X) in (2)) is eqna1 to zero. Obviously, whenever we have persistence 

in inequality convergence fails and viceversa, but it is possible to fìnd stochastic processes tha.t 

display no convergence and no persistence of inequality. 

2.1 An example and comparison of definitions. 

There are many definitions of convergence available in the literature; each of them mea.ning 

different things and focusing on different aspects of the evolution of the distribution of income. 
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Here we show by means of an example the relationship between previous definitions of con

vergence and our definition. We will see that those definitions do not allow for the kind of 

distinction that we want to study. 

Consider the process 
. . . 

y: = vyb + p y;_l + E~ (3) 

where v, p are given consta.nts, {ED "' i:i.d(O, a;) across time and units, a.nd initial conditions 

{Yh}~=l are given. This mode! allows for initial conditions to influence the whole future through 

the parameter v; the parameter p captures the dependence on the recent past, and allows for 

business cycles kind of variations. 

It is easy to check that, if IPI < l, the long run foreca.st of y~ is 

E ( i) 1/Yo o Yt ~ --
1- p 

as t__,. oo. (4) 

This formula already aclvances that, if 11 > O, iuitin.l conditions a.ffect the mean in tbe indefinite 

future and there is persistence of inequality. For the rest of this section, we cletermine for 

what parameter values we h ave convergence in the process ( :3) un der alternative clefinitions of 

con vergen ce. 

As previously suggested, t h ere are processes for which there is neither persistence of inequal

ity nor convergence. This is the case for mode] ( 3) if lP l < l an d u < O or if p < -l 2
• In ord0r 

to obtain an unambiguous answer, we assume that IJ 2 O and p> -l for the rest of this sectiou. 

2.1.1 Our Definition 

First, consicler the case IPI < l. It is dea.r from equation ( 4) that, if v > O, there is persistence <h 

inequa.lity and if v= O there is convergence. The fraction l~p is the proportion of initial income 

that is kept forever on average; inequality is recluced as time goes by if this fraction is less than 

one, otherwise inequality increases. 

When p = l, we have Eo (y~) (tv+ l)y0. When p > l, E 0 (yD goes to plus (minus) 

infinity if Yb is positive (negative). Therefore, if p 2 l. there is persistence of inequality for all 

v. Furthermore, inequality increases in a.ll cases except when p = l and v = O. 
2 Notice that, if lP l < l and v < O, equation ( 4) shows tha.t we would ha.ve neither convergence nor persistence 

of inequality; for these parameter values, this is a mode! of the biblica! prophecy 'the last will be first'. On the 
other hand, if p< -l, there is a det.erministic cycle: if regim1 i is snch that yb >O, then y;-+ oo in odd periods 
and y; -+ -oo in even periods. 
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To summarize, convergence obtains only when v = O and IPI < l are both satisfied; in all 

other cases considered there is persistence of inequality. This situation is summarized in the 

first row of table l. 

2.1.2 a-convergence 

Let the dispersion of y be defined as Ì:t = ~ I:i~ 1 (y;) 2 , a-convergence obtains if 2: 1 :S Ì:s VO :S 

s <t. In the process defined by equation (3), for n arbitrarily large we have 

If IPI < l, we have 

,~ -
-'t- (.5) 

(6) 

where a; = 1 ~:2 • This formula sa.ys that ~~ is a weightecl avera.ge of the initial clispersion ~o 

ancl the limiting dispersion (~~~)2 +a~. Hence, cr-convergence obtains if and only if 

(7) 

Clearly, if equa.tion (7) is satisfied or not strongly relatecl to persistence of inequa.lity: (7) may 

be satisfiecl when v> O (a.s long as 1 1 ~) <l, ancl ~o is sufficiently large), and it may fail when 

v= O (as long as cr.~ is sufficiently la.rge)3
. In a.ddition, if I 1 ~P l > l the a.bove inequa.lity fails, so 

tha.t we do not h ave cr-convergence. Finally, ( 5) shows that a-convergence fails when p :::0: l. 

This situation is summarizecl in the seconcl row of ta.ble 2.1.6. 

2.1.3 ,6-convergence 

The concept of ,6-convergence favored by BS requires that, on average, those units that start 

out poorer display faster growth. In our exa.mple, given T, we have 

·y' = !3?1i + 1li . T • .JO (8) 

3 This is a concrete example of the argument macle by Sala-i-Martin (1995) that studying the evolution of the 
dispersion is not the same as studying the positiou of each unit within a distribution. He argues this point with 
an example taken from sports classifications. 
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where ri = '\'T-I rJEi . anci (3 
'l L..J=O fJ t-J pT + 11 z=J;01 

pj. Equation (8) IS the one estimateci m the 

cross-section approach of BS. 

Clearly, units that start out below average (i.e., yb < O) have a higher income relative to other 

units after T periocis if (3 < l; in this case, poorer units grow faster. Therefore, (3-convergence 

obtains if O < (3 < l, an ci (3-convergence fa.ils if (3 2: l. 

When IPI < l, we have that (3 < l for T la.rge enough if anci only if I~p < l. Therefore, 

we can have (3-convergence coexisting with persistence of inequa.lity when v > O. On the other 

hanci, it is clear from (8) that if p 2: l, (3-convergence anci convergence in our sense both fail 

simultaneously. Hence, failure of (3-convergence is sufficient but not necessary for persistence of 

inequality. The thircl row of table l clescribes these cases. 

2.1.4 Unit root convergence 

Bernarci anci Durlanf (1995) define absence of convergence as a sitnation where the ciifferences 

Yi- yf contain uni t roots. Clearly, this is only a sufficient conclition for persistence of inequality; 

for example, in the case when 11 >0 ancl 0< p< l there is persistence of inequality anci no uni t 

roots. Furthennore, their definition only allows for pairwise comparisons. The fourth row of 

table l ciescribes this case 

2.1.5 Conditional (3-convergence 

Finally, we ciiscuss the concept of conclitional 3-convergence. The idea is to test if poorer units 

grow faster after conciitioning for certain observed variables Xi. This hypothesis is often testecl, 

with a sample of T years, by run ning a cross-section regression of the form 

(9) 

for i = l, ... , n. Notice that, with this approach, y0 can not be inclucleci in X\ as this woulci 

cause perfect multicollinearity. If the Xi are goocl indicators of the initial conclition or of the 

income levels in periocis t= l, ... , T- l (as they often are, since the characteristics X' are often 

measureci as averages of Xj between t= O a.nd t= T), it is likely that the hypothesis ì =O will 

be rejecteci even when it holds true because X, are correlateci with the residuals. Therefore, it 
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is possible to accept conditional convergence ( ì =/= O an d f3 < l) even though t h ere is persistence 

in inequality. 

2.1.6 Summary 

Table l summarizes the cases for which different definitions would generate convergence for 

all possible values l/ 2': O and p > -l in the example considered. The sign x indicates that 

convergence obtains; an empty box indicates no convergence; in the cases where conditions 

parameters other than l/ a.nd p a.ffect convergence, this is indica.ted. The row far ;3-convergence 

is va.lid for T la.rge enough. 

Table l: Relationship between Definitions of Convergence 

IPI < l p= l p > l 
l/= o 0< l~p < l l~p > l 

our de fini ti o n x 
a- con vergen ce x if ~o< a.~ x if ( 7) 

;3-convergence x x 
Unit root convergence x x x x 

The table shows that va.rious definitions are not strongly related to ours. Only in the fourth 

column there is complete agreement. The concept of ;3-convergence is the one with the largest 

number of matches with the first row, but it misses in the second column, which is precisely 

the case that our statistica! tests found relevant. The conclusion is that, even though existing 

clefinitions focus on relevant aspects of the data, they are no t appropriate for studying persistence 

in inequality. 

3 Model Specification 

We now specify a ftexible statistica! moclel which a.llows us to forma.lly test for persistence of 

inequality. We assume that y( follows: 

(lO) 
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where the residual E~ is assumed to have mean zero and to be independent across ·i's and t's. 

U sing the proportion of per-capita in come y: as our basic variable, instead of plain per-capita 

in come ~i, alleviates problems of seri al an d residual cross-uni t correlati an: sin ce recessions 

and expansions affect the world economy as a whole, E~ would have been serially and cross

sectionally correlateci had we used log(}7) instead of y; in (10) 4 • Appendix l provides a setup 

that formalizes this idea, and shows that the model is consistent with a business cycle shock and 

a trend that is common to all units; the business cycle variations within each unit are governed 

by Pi and an i.i.d. shock. BS (1992) also consider the possibility that regression residuals contain 

two components ( one aggregate an d one idiosyncratic ). However, because they use log(l~i) as 

the left hand side variable, they introduce proxies that holcl constant the effect of aggregate 

shocks in their cross sectional regressions. Appendix 2 shows that (IO) is consistent with the 

standard neoclassical growth model a.ncl the specification used by BS. 

Our setup has two important aclvanta.ges aver alternative specifications: fìrst, it allows for 

a more efficient use of thc infonna.tion conta.ined in the time climension of the pa.nel since the 

per-capita incarne for all t's will be used to estimate the parameters of the model. Second, 

and perhaps more importantly, we do not force either the parameters or the steady states to 

be the same for each uni t (or to be the same function of observecl conclitioning va.riables) as is 

clone in cross-section regressions. For example. BS ( 1992) showed that the theoretical rate nf 

convergence depends on the parameters of preferences and technologies which ma.y differ across 

units. However their empirica] analysis constra.ins the rate of convergence to be the same for 

each unit and, depending on the specification, either assume that a' are constant across i (so that 

the steady states are the same) or that they are constant a function of observed characteristics 

of the unit. Because our approach allows the estimation of the steady states clirectly, we can 

separately examine the issue of convergence to the steacly state from questions concerning the 

features of the lin1iting distribution of per-capita-income. 

I t is straightforward to check that the steady state value of y: ( the long run forecast of y~ 

given information a t t ime O) is ai/ (l -p') an d that l -p i is the rate of convergence of each uni t 

to its own steady state. 

4 We formally test.ed that these assumptions are satisfied for our data sets and onr mode! specifìcation. We 
rejected the existence of any correlation of the f 's bot h across ti me an d units. 
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The main problem with our model specification is that, typically, there are too many param

eters relative to the number of time series observations for each cross sectional unit. Then, if 

(ai, pi) are estimated separately using only the observations on uni t i, the estimators will ha ve 

very large standard errors and their small sample distribution may strongly deviate from the 

asymptotic one 5 . 

Our approach is to impose a Bayesian prior on the parameters and to combine it with the 

sample information to construct posterior estimates. This procedure solves the small sample 

problem since Bayesian estimates are exact regardless of the sample size. Also, it does not 

require the stringent assumption that the coeffìcients of the statistica! model are the same for 

each unit to undertake meaningful estimation. The prior distribution we use assumes that the 

rate of convergence and the intercept of the mode! do not differ too much across units; more 

precisely, our prior distri bn ti o n satisfi es 

'1/i,j ( 11) 

'1/i,j (12) 

Note that (11)-(12) do not require any 'a priori' belief about the leve! of each set of coef

ficients. To see this, notice that (11)-(12) imply F(;JJI;Ji)"' N(/3i,"'E.f]) '1/j, where F(·l·) is the 

conditional prior distribution an d that the marginai prior distribution on ;3i = {ai, pi} is left 

unspecified. 

If all a's are set to zero we are a-priori imposing equality of coeffìcients across units therefore 

pooling estimates of the parameters towards their cross sectional mean. Hence, setting all a's 

t o zero in ( 11 )-( 12) would roughly replicate the cross sectional analysis performed by BS or 

Mankiw, Romer and Weil (1992) (MRW). On the other hancl, if we let the a's tend to infinity, 

the Pi are believed a-priori to bear no information for dj so that parameters of clifferent regions 

are very similar t o those obtained applying O LS to ( 1 O) for each uni t separately. Finally, if 

a's are positive finite numbers, estimates of j3 in one nnit will influence, but be clifferent from, 

5 Microeconometricians encounter similar problems when clealing with panels of data and offered some solutions. 
For example, Arellano ancl Bond (1991) assume that the constant term a' (the unit specific fixecl effect) differs 
across i's, while the coefficients on other regressors are assumed to be the same for all i. In Chamberlin (1984) 
the intercept is not allowed to vary across units either hut the variability of the error term is allowed to be unit 
specific. Under these assnmptions an equat.ion like ( 10) is writt.en in quasi first-difference form and estimateci by 
IV or GMM procedures. 
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estimates of j3 in other units. Hence, for finite a's, estimates of the parameters are constructed 

using information coming both from the cross-section and the time series dimensions of the 

p an el. 

The idea of constructing posterior pa.ra.meter estima.tes trading-off the informa.tion contained 

in the cross-section and the time series dimension is tightly related to the literature on "ex

cha.ngeability priors" discussed, e.g., in Linsday a.nd Smith (1972). A similar prior was used by 

several other authors (see e.g. Garcia-Ferrer et. al. (1987), Zellner and Hong (1989), Marcet 

(1991)). The above studies find that the imposition of this type of prior on the coefficients of a 

cross-section time-series model improves its out-of sample foreca.sting ability of the model 6
. 

Posteri or estimates of t h e coefficients are easily obtained with an a.ugmented least square 

procedure after rewriting the moclel in arder to mimic the setup of Theil mixecl-type estimator 

(see e.g. Judge et. aL (l98!J)). To do so we treat the prior as an additional observa.tion with 

explanatory va.riables that take the values l or -l that multiply coefficients; that is, we a.dd to 

(10) equations like 

o 

o a' · l +a'+ 1 (-l)+ 11i 

for i= 1,!- l 

far i= l,!- l 

(13) 

(14) 

It turns out that the prior (1:3)-(lLl) is equivalent with (11)-(12) and the following structure 

for covariances: 

cov( vi, vj) 

cov( vi. 17j) 

2 
a,l 
-1/2 a 2 

'!) 

o 
a2 

v 

-1/2 a~ 
o 
o 

if ] 
if ] = i± 1 
otherwise 
if j = i 
if j = i± l 
otherwise 

far all i j ( 1-5) 

Notice that it is sufficient to write the restrictions far adjacent units only, ancl that it is not 

correct to assume independence of all 17's. 

The discussi an so far leaves open the qnestion of ho w to select the a = [ a,7, a v] pa.rameters 

which regulate the trade-off between the information contained in the time-series an cl the cross-

6 The prior distribution used by Garcia-Ferrer eL aL (1987), Zellner and Hong (1989) assumes a correlation 
structure among 1J's that greatly simplifies the formula for the posterior meaJL This assumption implies that the 
prior is empirica!, and that it is itself detennined by the data_ 
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section dimensions of the panel. In a. standa.rd Ba.yesian approach one imposes an improper 

prior on (J' and conducts posterior inference given these priors (see e.g. Judge, et. al. (198.5)). 

Rather than taking the Bayesian approach literally, we start the empirical analysis in section .5 

by exploring the likelihood generateci by diff"erent (J''s, a.ncl explore how different specifications 

match with the data. This is in the spirit of the specification searches of Leamer (1979) and 

Sims and Uhlig's (1991) 'helicopter tour'. As an alternative, one could take (13)-(14) as part of 

the m o del specification an d use the likelihood function L( yj (J') as a way t o formally estimate (J'. 

In discussing the issue of unconclitional convergence we will be interested in examining 

whether estimates of the steady state level of relative per-capita income differ across units. 

That is, we neecl to examine the null hypothesis that ài /(l- pi) = àj j(l- f?) 't/i, j versus the 

alternative composite hypothesis that they are clifferent. To test this hypothesis in a manner 

which is consistent with our Bayesian approach we employ the Posterior Oclcls ratio (PO) cri

teria and the Schwarz criteria (see e.g. Leamer (1979) or Sims (1988)). The reacler interested 

in the technical details of the a.pproach may consult appendix 3. Here it is sufficient to note 

that the PO criteria combines a-priori oclds with the likelihood of the data under the null and 

the alternative ancl that the PO and the Schwa.rz criteria are asymptotically equivalent but that 

the PO is more appropriate for the size of our samples. The null is rejected if the sta,tistics 

are positive. To provicle an alternative point of view we also compute what is the largest prior 

probability on the alternative so that the data woulcl not reject the null, i.e. how much confi

dence shoulcl we have in the null so that the data does not overturn our prior beliefs. \Ve cali 

this measure ex-post a ( denoted by o*). Small vahtes of this statistics indicate, that unless the 

alternative is a-priori impossible, the data would always reject the null. Finally, for those who 

feel uncomfortable with our Bayesian testing approach, we also provide a likelihood ratio test 

for the null hypothesis of N[llality of steacly states. 

If the null of unconclitional convergence is rejected, we would like to know what variables 

explain the cross sectional clispersion of estimatecl steady sta.tes. To examine whether there is 

persistence of inequality ( either unconclitional or conditional) we run cross sectiona.l regressions 

of the type: 
. '' ----;-;t _ a , i ~i i 

55 = -
1 

'.i = li+ ì y0 +w_-\ +n 
-p 

(16) 

where the vector Xi includes, as in BS or MRW, varia.hles proxying for differences in technologies, 
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government policies, and hurnan capitai, and {; is the cross sectional rnean of the steady state 

distribution. If we accept the hypothesis that ì > O, this indicates that initiallevels of incarne 

matter far the cross sectional distribution of the steady states, i .e. incarne inequalities are 

persistent. The magnitude of i provides an indication of how persistent inequalities are. A 

small significant i suggests that the ordering in the cross sectional distribution is preserved 

as time goes by but that the gap is eventually very srnall. At the apposite end, a i which is 

significant an d dose to one implies persistence in the ordering an d in the magnitude of inequality. 

Finally, a negative i indicates the realization of the 'biblical prophecy ', i.e. the steady state 

incarne of initially poor will be higher that the steady states of the initially rich. Significance of 

w, in addition to significance of ì, suggests that fa.ctars other than the initia.l conclitions expla.in 

the distribution of the steady states. 

4 The Data 

In this study we employ two data sets. The first has not been used (to our knowledge) in the 

recent literature on convergence ancl it will be the center of our a.ttention; the second is well 

known among economists ancl is usecl here a.s a benrhma.rk far comparison with other stuclies. 

The first data set consists of per-capita income for Enropean regions of 14 member countries, 

calculated from the population ancl GDP data of the Regio data set of Eurosta.t. Using 1' 

Eurostat nornenclature, the regiona.l clisaggrega.tion we use corresponds to Nuts-2 level for a.ll 

countries except Irelancl, Denmark an cl the U nitecl I\:ingdom w h ere, because of la.ck of data, we 

revert to Nuts-1 level. Roughly spea.king, level 2 includes two or three times as ma.ny regiol' 

a.s level l, clepending on the country. Some very small regions, su c h as Açores ( Partuga.l) or 

Martinique (France), were excluclecl. GDP is measured with the Purchasing Power Stanclarcl as 

provided by the Eurostat. Sin ce in om study we use the ratio of regio n al to aggregate per-capita 

incarne there is no need to convert nominal income into real income. 

Even though we have data from 197.5 to 1992 ma.ny data points were missing far the first few 

years. To maxirnize the nurnber of units for which Nuts-2 level data was available, we only used 

observations far the periocl 1980-92; about twenty data points far this time periocl were missing 

an d w ere linea.rly interpolated. This leaves a t o tal of 144 regions an d 1728 data points 7 

7 BS (1991) sample on European regions uses a longer t. ime span, but i t introduces fewer countries ami less 
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Using data at Nuts-2level is important because in a higher level of aggregation is too coarse 

for a meaningful discussion of regional convergence. As an example, the regions of Arag6n 

and Euskadi (Base Country) are placecl together in the 'Northwest' Spanish region at Nuts-1 

level, even though the first is largely an agricultural region that has been loosing population 

through migration for most of this century, while the apposite is true of the second; Euskadi 

is traditionally wea.lthier (its per-capita. incarne is a.bout 23% larger than Arag6n's in 1981) 

and deep cultura.], historical, linguistic and politica] clifferences cause these regions to have 

different autonomous governments. The Nuts-2 level, however, properly distinguishes among 

these regions. For another example, ali of continental Portugal constitutes o ne N uts-1 region 

while there are clear economie differences between e.g., Algarve and Alentejo. 

Since the statistica] procedure we propose has not been used in the recent literature, we also 

apply the approach to the per-capita real GDP me<~snred in international prices from Summers 

and Heston ( 1991) data set. This data set is well known to students of economie growth. 

We limit our study to 11 ~Western Enropeart conntries (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finlancl, 

France, West Germany, Greece, Irela.nd, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland, Turkey, Uni tec! Kingclom ); this choice guarantees that all units are very dose in 

terms of the institutions and economie structure, ancl it makes i t more likely tha.t the hypothesis 

of convergence will be accepted. 8 . 

5 The Empirica! Results 

5.1 Rates of Convergence and Unconditional Convergence 

Our first set of results is contained in tables 2 and 3. Table 2 reports, for different settings of 

a, the aver age estimates a nel the cross section al dispersion of the parameters of t h e moclel (l O) 

and the value of the likelihood obtained with various settings of a. The first panel reports the 

results obtained with Regio data, the second those obtained with Summers and Heston data. 

Table 3 reports the values of the statistics usecl to test the hypothesis that the steady states are 

the same and the p-va]ue of the likelihood ratio test for the same hypothesis. 

Severa! important facts stancl out from the tables. First, by forcing the model to have the 

detail in the regions. 
8 To make sure that the resnlts dici not depend on our choice of countries, we also consider a sample composed 

of 22 OECD countries standarcll,v nsed in the literature. No substantial changes in the conclnsions emergecl. 
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sarne coefficients for each uni t (case cr ry = cr v = 0.000001 ), we approxirnately obta,in the eerily 

ubiquitous average convergence rate of 2% per year with both data sets. Therefore, under this 

particular set of restrictions, our mode! reproduces standard cross-sectional regression results. 

Second, when we allow for heterogeneity in pararneter estimates across units the average 

rate of convergence increases up to about 23% a year with the Regio data set an d about 11% a 

year with the Sumrners and Heston data set, For sirnilar OECD countries, using cross sectional 

regressions, BS and MRW estimateci the rate of convergence to be of the order of 1.4-1.8% 

while Evans (199.5), using panel data techniques, finds convergence rates of the order of 6-9% a 

year. Note that our estimates imply a capita.l share in the neoclassical production function of 

0.20-0.35, a range which is more reasona.ble tha.n the one obtained by BS or MRW. 

It is instructive to provide an intuitive expla.nation for these results. Consider a. situation 

where the "true" mode! has different steacly states, but similar p's, and the steady state is 

positively correlateci with the initia.l conclition across units. Figure l represents equation (10) 

for three regions, under these assumptions, and a likely cloud of points in a finite sa.mple. 

It is clear tha.t if one traces o ne regression li ne through this cloncl of points (or throngh the 

aver age value for each uni t), as is clone when a = O, the estimateci p will be m n eh higher t han 

the a.vera.ge of the true ones a.ncL equivalently, the convergence rate will be much lower. This 

phenomenon is well known among microeconometricia.ns as the 'fixed effect bia.s' and occurs 

whenever heterogeneity across units is not appropriately accounted for. This hias does not 

disappear as more time series or cross sectiona.l ohservations are collected. The perva.siveness 

of convergence rates around 2% obtainecl in previous studies may therefore be the result of a 

biased estimation procedure that ignores fixed effects present in the data. 

Overall, when we do not force parameters to be the same across units, the avera.ge rate of 

convergence increa.ses unifonnly. Therefore, by varying the cr vector from zero to one we can 

explore the trade-off between the information contained in the cross-section a.nd in the time

series dimensions of the panel. To investigate such a trade-off, we examine the results obtained 

in two intermediate cases (crv = l.O,cr,7 = 0.000001 and CTv = 0.00000l,cr,7 = 1.0) where we are 

imposing either tha.t the convergence rate is the same for each unit ancl clifferences in steacly 

sta.tes are solely due to nnit specific fixecl effects or that there is no unit specific fixed effect ancl 

that stea.dy sta.tes cliffer becanse of different convergent ra.tes. 
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For the Regio data set, setting aTJ = 0.000001 an d a v = 1.0 reduces the value of the likelihood 

relative to the most unrestricted case. However, the convergence rate is stili on average about 

13% and the dispersion of the posterior estimates of the steady states is stili large. When we 

eliminate the individuai effect but we allow the rate of convergence to differ the reduction in 

the likelihood relative t o the most unrestricted case is much larger, the estimateci value of a 

is pushed toward zero and the rate of convergence is only about 1.2% a year. Therefore, our 

results are consistent with figure 1: forcing the a's to be the same causes a larger distortion then 

setting the p to be the same. 

For the 17 European countries the results are similar, although less spectacular quantita

tively. Restricting the rate of convergence to be the same across regions causes a drop in value 

of the likelihood relative to the case a7l = cr v = l. O an d a drop in the average estimateci rate 

of convergence. However, lea.ving out indiviclual effects while letting the rate of convergence be 

country specific makes the rnagnitude of these drops much larger. 

One may woncler if there is a way to judge which choice of the a vector offers the best fit to 

the data. If one writes the likelihoocl of the data conditiona.l on the cr vector, then the higher 

is the value of the likelihoocl the more probable is the choice of cr, given the data. Using this 

criteria, we find that the specification av = cr,ì = 1.0 is to be preferred among those considerecl 

in the table with both data sets and the implied values of a an d p can be considered approximate 

maximum likelihoocl estimates of the true pararneters. 

As mentioned, such estimates of cr v an d cr,7 imply avemge convergence rates \vhich are larger 

than those previously found in the literature. Pane! A in figures 2 ancl 3 plots convergence rates 

for each unit in the two data sets under the preferrecl choice of cr against the initial conditions. 

Rates of convergence vary from a low 1-2% (Nord-Pas-de-Calais (France), Luxemburg, Drenthe 

(Netherland) an d Yorkshire ( UI\)) n p to almost 80% (North Portugal, Voreio Aigaio an d Kentriki 

Makedonia (Greece)) in the Regio data set and from 1% (Switzerland) to 3:3% (Turkey) in the 

Summers ancl Heston data set. In both data sets there are units for which p > l, implying 

divergence of per-capita in come. For the Regio data they are primarily regions from France and 

Germany while in the Summers and Heston data the only case of divergence is represented by 

Norway. Note also that pane! A of both fignres al so s11ggests that there is very little relationship 

between the initial conclitions and the rate of convergence. 
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Third, with the best choice of a, the ciispersion of estimateci steady states is substantial. 

Panel B of figures 2 and 3 provides a histogram of the estimates of the steady states for each 

data set. The histogram is orga.nized so that regions are grouped in eight classes of stea.dy-sta.te 

per-capita income (up to 40%,41-5.5%, .56-70%, 71-8.5%,86-100%, 101-11.5%, 126-130%, above 

131%) and countries in five incarne classes (2.5-.SO%, .51-7.5%, 76-100%, 101-12.5%, a.bove 126%) 

where 100 is the average incarne of each data set (the steady state level of y; which would obtain 

if there was uncanditional convergence ). It is clea.r from the pictures that the estimated steady 

state distribution for the 17 European countries is almost bimodal, while the one for the 144 

European regions tends towarcl normality. 

Are differences in the estimateci steady states statistically significant? Table 3 indica.tes that 

the hypothesis that the estimateci steacly states are the sa.me for a.ll units is rejected using all 

testing criteri a. Particularly informative is the reportt>d value of o* ( i.e. the maximum value of 

the prior proba.bility on the alternative needecl to accept the null hypothesis that units have the 

same steacly state). In bot h cases, unless we assume a-priori that the alternative is impossible, 

the null hypothesis will always be overt urnecl by the data. 

Finally, because there are possible structural brea.ks in the Summer ancl Heston data set, wc 

explore the issue of subsample instabilities. Consistent with the literature, wc split the sample 

in two with 196.5 as a breaking date. Al so, previous studies ha ve detected that convergence i" 

less prevalent in the decade of the 80's. To examine this possibility, we also consicler the sample 

19.50-1979 and compare the results with those obtained for the 1950-198.5 sample. 

The qualitative features of previous results are confirmed for different su bsamples ( see table 

.S and figures 4-6 ): forcing the steacly-states to coincide clrives clown the avera.ge rate of cou

vergence and for the specification which maximizes the likelihoocl, the average estimateci rate 

of canvergence is substantially larger then the one founcl in the literature. However, while in 

the 1966-198.5 subsample the quantitative results are in agreement with those for the 19.50-198.5 

sample, the other two subsamples ( 19.50-1965 and 19.50-1979) also display interesting differences. 

First, for these two suhsamples the "best" specification is one where the rate of convergence 

across units is a-priori poolecl towarcl a common value (pooling being stronger in the 19.50-1966 

sample) while it is optimal to !cave some heterogeneity in the intercept across units. Second, and 

a.s consequence of the above, the estimateci clistribution of the steacly states is non-degenerate 
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so that three of our tests favor the alternative hypothesis that the estimated steady states are 

different across units. The likelihood ratio test is however unable to reject the null hypothesis 

as the likelihood is somewhat in sensi ti ve to the choice of a 11 • In other words, although the fit of 

the model, as measured by the peak of the likelihood, improves when there are heterogeneities 

in the constant, the improvement for these two data set are small. Finally, by comparing the 

results of the 1950-1979 sample with those of the 1950-1985 sample we can conclude that the 

1980's were indeed a period where the heterogeneities across countries become more ma.rked. 

This result is in agreement with those of Blanchard and Ka.tz (1992). More importantly, these 

heterogeneities turned out to emerge more strongly in convergence rates which, consistent with 

the results of our Regio data set, became very dissimilar across countries. 

In conclusion, our first sPt of results can be summarized as follows: (i) the vast majority of 

countries ancl regions converge to their own steacly states. Divergence is an important feature 

of the data only during the :'\O's where some polarization emergecl. (ii) The estimateci average 

rate of convergence varies with the a vector in a way that is consistent with the fixed-effect 

bias describecl in figun' l. For the best choice of a. the estimateci average convergence rate 

is significantly higher than previously estimated aml there is consiclerable clispersion in the 

estimates across units. Significant clifferemes in convergence rates emerge from the beginning of 

the 80's. (iii) Estimateci steady states cliffer across units for both data sets ancl for subsamples. 

5.2 Explaining the Distribution of Steady States 

Our results so far indicate that the estimateci distribution of stea.dy states is llOJI-degenerate. 

Next, we proceecl to exarniJie which va.riables account for the cross sectional dispersion in the 

estimateci stea.cly sta.tes. 

Cross-section regression analyses of convergence a.llow for clifferences in the steady sta.tes 

through the effect of a set of variables Xi, capturing clifferences in technologies or policies. 

Significant effects ha.ve been found in the literature, especially for samples of countries, from the 

introduction of proxies for hnma.n capitai a.nd government expenditure in the regressions. Most 

of the litera.ture argues tha.t these effects are rather small for OECD countries ancl absent for 

regions (see e.g. BS (1992)). The results of section 5.1, however, indicate that some varia.ble 

must be having an effect on the leve] of steacly sta.tes. 
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One candidate for the determinant of the limiting distribution of steady states can be found 

by inspecting their cross sectional dispersion: cross sectional estimates of the steady states tend 

to be higher (lower) than zero for initially rich (poor) regions. Panel C of figures 2 and 3 plots 

the estimateci steady state against the initial income level for the two data sets we analyze 9 . 

It is clear from the graphs that the estimateci steady states appear to have a strong positive 

connection with the initial conditions. 

Table 4 presents the results. Because of the lack of disaggregateci data on Xi far European 

regions, we restrict the attention to the initial conditions with the Regio data set and test only 

unconditional persistence of inequality. As arg11ed by BS ( 1992) and Sala-i-Martin (1995), the 

omission of regiort specific chara.cteristics may not be crucial since the conditioning variables may 

be either very similar across regions or unimportant to describe the evolution of steady states. 

For the 17 countries of the Sununers a.ncl Heston data set, we first examine how important are 

initial conditions to expla.in the cross sectional clistrihution of steacly states an d seconcl, whether 

the inclusion of additiona] variables changes the essence of our results. In this latter case, we 

consider proxies for human capita] (the secondary eclucation varia.ble usecl by Barro (1991)), 

for clifferences in saving hehavior (tlw investmentjoutput ratio usecl by ìviRW (1992)) ancl for 

government policies (sha.re of government expenditure in GNP from Barro (1991 )). 

The eviclence contained in the table is overwhelming: the main determinant of the position 

of a unit in the steady state distribution is its position in the initial incarne distribution for both 

data sets. For regional data, the slope of the cross section regression is close to 0.6 and 21% 

of the variations of the cross section clistrihution of steady states is explained solely by initial 

conditions. For European countries the initial conclitions alone expla.in 47% of the cross sectional 

clistribution of steacly states for the sa.mple 1950-1985 and the other conditioning variables adcl 

no significant explanatory power to the regressions. More importantly, none of the conditioning 

variables appears to be correlateci with steacly states once the effect of initial conditions is 

accounted far- eliminating this variable from the regression cloes not lead to significant estimates 

for the other conditioning variahles - and nonlinear effects, capturing possible clusters of units 

around particular steady state values, appea.r to be of minor importance. Overall these results 

indicate, in the language of Levine an d Rene l t ( 1992 ), tha.t only the initia.l conclitions appear 

• l ·T+t T 9 Whenever p> l we compute steady states using tlte small sarnple formula SS• =a* -/'_P +p y~. 
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to be a robust determinant of the relative position of a uni t in the distribution of steady states 

and are consistent with Easterly et. al. (1993)'s conclusion that policy variables play a small 

role in explaining the pattern of growth rates. 

The same results hold for the 1966-198.5 subsample ofthe 17 countries ofthe Summers and 

Heston data set. It is remarkable that in this subsample the initial conditions alone explain 

about 8.5% of the cross sectional dispersion of steady states. For the 19.50-196.5 subsample the 

initial conditions are similarly important but now government share in GNP has significant 

explanatory power in the regression. Finally, for the 19.50-1979 sample, initial conditions are 

insignificant but government share in GDP has marginai explanatory power in the regression. 

In sum, we fincl that in four of the five samples. the initiai conditions are the most important 

cleterminant of the estimated cross sectional distrihution of the steady state of per-capita in come. 

Countries tend to converge to their own stea.cly states sufftciently fast but income clisparities 

disappear at a very slow rate: they were reclucecl to some extent from the 19.50 to the 1970, they 

persistecl intact for most of t h e 1970's ancl they increasecl over the 1980's. This is true even if 

we condition for government variables, human capitai etc .. A country (region) which is initially 

below the average per-capita income will eventually expect the gap to narrow somewhat but not 

to improve its relative standing in the cross sectional distribntion. Hence, with some exceptions, 

the poor stay about as poor as they were at the heginning. 

6 What can go wrong? Misspecificion and Biases 

Our results are substantially at oclcls with those commonly found m the literature. We have 

provided an explanation that makes consistent 011 rs an d previous results; this explanation is 

the fixed-effects hias clepictecl in Figure l. It is ìmportant to challenge our results, however, to 

see whether there are possible misspecifications or econometrie biases intrinsic in our estima

tion/testing procedure that woulcl account for our results. 

In section 3 we have justifiecl the use of per-capita in come relative to the average per-capita 

income of the cross section by the simple aggregation moclel of appendix 1 ancl by the fact 

that, scalecl in this way, the stochastic process for income per-capita of different units is well 

representecl by an AR( 1) process. However, with this scaling, there are about lO% of the regions 

for which p > l (diverge) an cl we note d that this p henomena appears, primarily, for French an d 
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German regions. It is therefore worth examining whether this tendency to diverge is reduced 

using an alternative normalization which preserves the AR(l) properties for the scaled variable. 

For this reason we repeat the estimation process for the sample of European Regions scaling 

each unit at each point in time by its country mean 10. This exercise also allows us to test 

whether there is any tendency for the steady state of incarne per-capita of regions to cluster 

around their own country mean, a result consistent with some of the findings of BS (1991). 

The results of this experiment are presented in table 6 ancl in figure 7 and substantially 

confirm previous conclusions. Few additional features are worth noting. First, the choice of 

the a vector which maximize the likelihood is a = oo so that estimation by OLS equation by 

equation provides the best possible ftt to the data. Tbis suggests that knowledge of the a and 

p for one region does not provide relevant information for the same variables in another region. 

Put it in another way. with this scaling, income per-capita at regional level behaves a.s if there 

were no regional (or countr.v) interdependences. Second, for the best speciftcation of a, the 

average convergence rate increase to a.hout :3(:)%. Finally, the hypothesis tha.t the estimated 

steady states are the same for all regions of one country is soundly rejected using the Posterior 

Odds ratio, with Portugal being a marginai exception. From figure 7 we see tha.t now only 

4 regions display a. p which exceecls one, that the cross sectional clistribution of steady sta.tes 

is more normal and that the rela.tionship hetween the position in the initial a.llCI steady state 

distribution of per-capita income is strong with no tendency toward reducing inequalities (the 

slope is l). 

The presence of measurement error may constitute a serious problem for our time series 

approach to estimate steacly states ancl for our cross sectional tests of persistence of inequality. 

It is well know tha.t if Yi is measurecl with error. estimates of p may be clownward biasecl (i.e. 

the estimateci convergence rate is higher than tlte true one) with the magnitude of the bias 

depending on the seria] correlation properties of the measurement error and on the variability 

of its innovations relative to the variability of innovations in y:. Can measurement error explain 

why our average estima.tes of the convergence ra.te are much larger tha.n those existing in the 

literature? To quantif.y the extent of the problem for our two data sets we ask the following 

10 Since data for Denmark, Luxembnrg and Ireland is available only at. country leve], we exclude them from the 
sample for this experiment. In terms of the mode! of Appenclix 1 t.his implies t.hat. there is one trencl common far 
all the regions of each country 
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question. Suppose that the true convergence rate is 2% per year. What properties should 

the measurement error have to obtain estimates of the convergence rate of 23% (Regio data) 

or 12% (Summer and Heston data)? Table 7 presents the results allowing for a measurement 

error that is serially correlated. In the most favorable outcome (strongly serially correlated 

measurement error), the variability of innovations in the measurement error should be 1/6 

(1/3) of the variability in innovations in yi, which is large by any standards, given that we are 

considering GNP in European countries. When the measurement error is i.i.d, the variability of 

innovations in the measurement error should be about 40% (70%) of the variability of innovations 

in y:. 
On the other han d, mea.su rement error would hias the cross sectional regressions we present 

in table 4 against our fincling that initial conclitions cietermine steady sta.tes. lf measurement 

errors are present in the initial conditions, the conclitioning variables in X; will be correlateci 

with the error term, making it difficult to accept the hypothesis that the initial condition is the 

most important variahle in those regressions. 

To summarize. rneasurernent enor is unlikely to he the reason for both the high avera.ge 

estimate of the convergenre rate ancl the strong persistence of inequality found in the data. 

One aciditional potential problem with our cross sectional regressions is that we neglect the 

fact that steaciy states are estimated on a short sample. Tha.t is, we a.symptotically extrapola.te 

given the sample. disrega.rding the fa.ct tha.t estimates of the steady state should also include a 

term pT Yb· Neglerting this implies that the errar term and the regressor may be correlateci a.nd 

the significance of the initial conditions in explaining the estimateci cross sectional distribution 

of the steady states spurious. There are severa! ways to check the extent of this problem. For 

example, one can used ciirect small sa.mple estirna.tes or sa.mple averages of the steaciy states. 

Alternatively, one could test if the slope coefficient is really pT where l - p is the a.vera.ge 

estimate of the convergence rate. Finally, one could use an instrumental variahle procedure, 

instrumenting yb with Y~q for q large. In all cases we finci that, if there is a problem, it is very 

minor. For example for T 2 12, pT never exceeds 0.1 while for the two full samples the slope 

coefficient in the cross sectional regression is of the order of 0 .. 5-0.6. 

Finally, even if measurement error is ahsent. OLS estimates of p are downward biased in small 

samples. Tha.t is, a.lthough OLS equation by equation produces consistent estimates, their small 
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sample distribution may strongly deviate from the asymptotic one. Since our posterior estimates 

in many samples are dose to OLS estimates, this problem may be serious. We are currently doing 

some work on the short sample properties of our estimators; preliminary Monte-Carlo results 

indicate, however, that our basic results are not due to short sample biases. Overall, it appears 

that the use of cross-sectional information substantially alleviates the downward bias typical of 

time-series estimation of p. For example, when the cross section is large (say, N 2: 100), the 

OLS bias is cut by more then .50-60% even with samples with 12 observations. 

7 Conclusion 

The modern literature on ronvergence has roucluded that there is a strong tenclency for regions 

and countries to converge to similar steacly states. although convergence is very slow. Limiting 

steady states may he clifferent hecause of clifferences in technologies or governmeut policies but 

the effects of variables prox.ving for these clifferences are weak and not present for regions. The 

policy conclusion seems to be that, either bee a use of cmrent redistribution policies or because 

of neoclassical-growth-moclel convergence, poor regions should be "patient" enough and wait for 

inequalities to slowly disappear. Also, they shonlcl set CPrtain policy variables (the conclitioning 

variables) dose to those of richer countries. 

The conclusion tha.t this paper offers are soruewhat different: we find fast convergence rates 

to a distribution of steacly state levels of per-capita income where inequalities la.rgely persist. 

A poor region can expect the gap bet\veen its initial leve! of income and the aggregate to be 

reduced by only :30%-40% in the limit. The conclusion seems to be tha.t current redistribution 

a.nd clevelopment policies, sud as the Regional and Cohesion Fund Policies carried out by the 

governments of EC, are not working; rich regions can be taxed more heavily in favor of poor 

regions far solidarity reasons but not in the hope that these transfers this will foster development 

of the poor regions. Poor regions cannot expect to become as well off as rich regions unless 

structural changes occur in the economie environment; controlling the conditioning variables is 

not sufficient for convergence. 

We a.lso argued that the tra.clitional results are econometrically bia.secl and that the restric

tions that cross section regressions impose on the data. are strongly rejectecl in formai testing; 

then, the previous results can be acconnted for as an econometrics bias or, alternatively, as the 
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fact that the definition of convergence that had been used is not strongly related to the issue 

of persistence of inequality. We have also shown that, by exploring the data with a Bayesian 

procedure, we can both find the best moclel specification, examine the features of the data in a 

systematic way and formally test various convergence propositions. 

Even though our empirica! results ancl our predictions about regional inequality are rather 

striking, we shoulcl offer severa! words of cantion before taking the conclusions literally. First, 

the Regio data set has 11ot been examinecl sufficiently by academics to guara11tee its reliability; 

some questio11s have been raised 011 the way it is constructed. The fact that we obtai11 similar 

results with both data sets we usecl. cornforts us about possible inco11gruities present in the Regio 

data set. Second, the ti me span of the Regio data se t is short so tlw prior may h ave a su bstantial 

i11fiuence 011 posterior estimates. ''Misspecification ,. of the prior may therefore cause clistortions. 

Third, by its own nature, the issue of convergence is an exercise in asymptotic extrapolation, 

which is well known to be ;.m unreliable exncise. Because this sin is comrnitted by all studies, 

we let the reader decide what to do with tlH' entire Pmpirical literature on convergence. 
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Appendix l 

A Model of Aggregation over units. 

In this appendix we show that the model of equation (lO) is consistent. Let y~ = Y/!Yt (or, 

equivalently, y~ = log vD, which is assumed to satisfy 

( 17) 

The E's are i.i.d. across time and units, have mean zero, and their support 1s such that y~ is 

always positive 11 . 

Assume there is a continuum of regions i E [0, l}. Clearly, the process {17} is consistently 

determined from the above equation an d any process far aggregate per-capita in come {Yt} simply 

by setting ~i = y; l/;. Since aggregate income is defìned as fd 1~i di= Y1, in order to make sure 

that the model is well definecl, we have to show that fd Yl di= l for ali t. 

Here, E~ is the icliosyncratic shock. As long a.s the process ( 17) generates ratios that are 

consistent, we can specify a process for aggregate ou tput independently. The proc:ess for {Yt} is 

left unspecified in the applied part of the paper; therefore, our empirica! results are c:onsistent 

with a {Yt} displaying any pattern for aggregate growth or business cycles shocks. 

Now to check consistenc,v, we neecl to make 

Assumption l The random variables pi. E~ and 
1 
:'P, Vb are a/l mutually independent acmss i 's, 

and they satisfy 

e TJ'odi = /'l a' rli = l. ( 18) 
lo lo 

To show that Jd y; di = l far a.ll t 1111der this a.ssumption, noti ce that ( 17) can be rewritten 

as 

v: - ( 1 :' Pi ) = p' ( vL 1 - ( 1 :'P i) ) (19) 

1-1 ' 

L (Pi)J E:_J + (Pi) t 
j=O 

( 
. a' ) 

!l'o- (l- pi) (20) 

Taking integra.ls in ( 20) ancl using the Assumption l, we see t h a. t 

lo
l ( . ai ) t-llo1 .· j 1.1 . lol . 1 lol ( . ai ) y~- . . di= L (p') di E:_ 7 di+ (p') di v'o- ) 

O (l - p') .i=O O . O . O O ( l - pt 
d·i = 

(21) 

11 A slight difference with the equation estimated in the paper is that, her we do not use the logs of the ratios. 
Using the logs is clone to insure non-negativity of the process under norrnality. 
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t-1 {1 . {1 t t 
L lo (Piy di O + lo (/) di lo (l - l) = O 
j=O O O 

(22) 

Using (18) and the previous equation, we have 

1
1 . 

1
1 ai 

y~di = --. di = l 
o o l - p' 

(23) 

for all t, as desired. 

This model, then, allows for a fairly rich pattern of regional cycles, w i t h a ( possibly corre

lated) aggregate shock shared by all units, different cycles in different units, and growth in all 

units. It allows for one region to be systematically poorer or richer than the average through 

differences in ai's. The only restrictive assumption is tltat persistence of idiosyncratic shocks 

enters only through an AR( l) process, a11d that the ratio y~ is not affected by the aggregate 

shock, so that no units are allowecl to respond more strongly than others to aggregate shocks. 

One possibility is to assurne that aggregate output follows a random walk with clrift: 

1/ = 11-1 ~ 7]t (24) 

where "lt is a stationary process that may be seria.lly correlateci, ancl its log has mean zero, ancl 

is independent of all other random variables. ln this pa.rticular case, multiplying both sides of 

(17), by Yt we h ave 

(2.5) 

The presence of the aggregate shock causes tbe residua! in this equa.tion (the tenn in pa.ren

thesis) to be highly correlateci across regions and across time. It is beca.use of this undesiderable 

property of the residuals of the equation for 17 that many a.uthors have avoicled estimation of 

convergence regressions with levels ancl p an el data ( see e.g. Pesar an an d Smi t h ( 199.5) ). 
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Appendix 2 

In this appendix we show t ha t mode! (lO) is consistent with bot h the standard neoclassical 

growth model and the estimable specification employed by Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992). 

The neoclassical growth model where the production function displays constant returns to 

scale implies the following equation describing aut of steady state dynamics (see BS (1992)): 

(26) 

where {3; is the parameter controlling the speed of adjustment to the steady state (which 

depends on the parameter preferences, technologies and population), y;(t) is output per unit of 

effective labor at time t aml :i/i is output per unit of of effective labor in the steady state. 

The estimable specification BS employ is: 

l y;(t0 +T) (l- c 13;T) 

T 
log[ ] = B;- log[y;(to)] T + 7li.t0 ,t0 +T 

y;( lo) 
(27) 

where Ui,ta,to+T is a distributed lag of u; for times bctween O and T and where Bi = z; + 
(l -/3 T) 

-eT ' [log( y'f)- z;to] an d ::; is the rate of exogenons !ab or augmenting technological progress. 

Using discrete time notation the ahove eqnation can be written as: 

log(:t}r) =a+ pT 1og(y0) +~~Xi+ Ei (28) 

where t= O, l, ... , T a.nd the va.riahles X' are introcluced to a.llow for shifts in the limiting steady 

state means of y; across i. Ronghly spea.king, this mode! implies that, if O < p < l, the mean 

of log( y~) converges monotonically t o (o + ~~ X') j (l - p) as T becomes large. If each period t 

represents a year, the rate of convergence to this steady state is (l - p 1fT) a year. 

If we now let a; = a + "YXi our mode! specification is consistent with BS rnodel. Note 

however, that to estimate the rate of couwrgence BS restrict B; = B ancl /3; = ;3 Vi. 
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Appendix 4 

This appendix describes in details the statistics used to test the hypothesis that estimateci 

steady states are the same. 

The posterior odds (PO) ratio can be written as: 

(29) 

w h ere a is the prior probability on the alternative hypothesis an d (l- a) is the prior probability 

on the null hypothesis, cP(X) is the standard normal density evaluated at x = J A' RE-1 R' A 

and <I>(x) is the cumulative standard normal clistribution at x, A is a n x l vector containing 

( approximate) ML estimates of the steacly states for each uni t, R is a (n - l) x n matrix with 

ones on the main diagonal, -l on the following npper cliagonal ancl zero everywhere else ancl 

E is the covariance matrix of the estimates of the vector of steady sta.tes. Two points need to 

be made: first, by selecting n < l, we are implicitly placing higher prior probability on the null 

hypothesis since n: is spread over (infìnitely) many possible alternative va.Jues. Seconcl, since in 

this study we are dea.ling with sma.ll samples, we explicitly include ~ in the criterion function. 

Asymptotica.lly, log ~~~-~ hehaves like nn and is therefore negligible. By including it clirectly 

in PO, w e ta.ke a sta.ncl o n the fa.ct t h a. t in our sam p l es t h e O LS estima.tes of the stea.cly sta.tes 

ma.y cliffer substa.ntia.lly from those obtained in l<~.rge samples. 

In stanclarcl Bayesian literature the PO ratio is used to test linear hypotheses. Beca.use the 

hypothesis we are interestecl in involves nonliHe<tr function of the pa.ra.meters of the moclel, we 

linea.rize the restriction arouncl the average (cross sectional) estimate of the pa.rameters before 

a.pplying the PO ratio criteria. 

Asymptotically, the selection criteria usecl by the PO ratio is iclentica.l to the one of the 

Schwarz criterion (see Sims ( 1988)) which. in our case, can be written a.s 

SlrV = -log(j~j)- \ 2 (30) 

By compa.ring the results ohtainecl with PO and S\N we can therefore analyze the extent of the 

small sample bias which is present in our sa.mple. 

An alternative way of examining the equality of estimated steacly states is to a.sk wha.t is the 

la.rgest prior probability that could be imposed on the alternative for the test to accept the null, 
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given the data. Such a prior probability, which we denote by a*, can be computed from (29) as: 

l 

l+ exp( w) 

w log '~' + 2 * log(<l>( x))+ (n- l)* log(27r) + x2 

(31) 

(32) 

Finally, let L(yJcrv, cr7J) the best possible outcome under the alternative and L(y/crv = cr7J =O) 

the likelihood under the null. The likelihoocl test we perform is: 

(33) 

Rejection of the null in favom of the alternative indicates two important facts. First, that the 

best value of CTv ancl cr11 under the alternative are significantly more probable than those uncler 

the null, given the available data set. Therefore. estimates a ancl p implied hy the alternative 

'fit' the data better. SeconcL that the nonlinear combination of a and p cleterrnining the steady 

state obtained under the alternative is more likely from the point of view of the data than the 

nonlinear combination of a and p impliecl hy the null. 
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Table 2: A verage Estima t ed Parameters 

Prior Paranwters European Regions European Countries 
IJv (j1J a p Likelihood a p Likelihood 

.000001 .000001 -0.0790 0.9848 3337.7 0.0008 0.9910 1410 

.000001 .100000 -0.0910 0.9914 3364.0 0.0028 0.9832 1433 
(0.018) (0.012) 

.000001 1.00000 -0.0158 0.9840 3390.8 0.0057 0.9738 1439 
(0.103) (0.024) 

.100000 .000001 -0.0133 0.9401 3402.1 -0.0016 0.9606 1447 
(0.023) (0.015) 

.100000 .100000 -0.0135 0.9445 3404.1 -0.0007 0.95.51 14.50 
(0.023) (0.010) (0.015) (0.007) 

.100000 1.00000 0.0235 0.9599 :34:38.0 0.0026 0.9398 1460 
(0.024) (0.114) (0.017) (0.0:39) 

1.00000 .000001 -0.0216 0.8718 :3412.8 -0.0039 0.9296 1451 
(0.04:3) (0.029) 

1.00000 .100000 -0.0273 0.8404 3419.4 -0.0053 0.9211 1455 
(0.056) (0.015) (0.036) (0.119) 

1.00000 1.00000 -0.0661 0.7762 :)507 .8 -0.0140 0.8896 1471 
(0.149) (0.207) (0.084) (0.085) 

00 00 -0.0860 0.7250 3485.9 -0.01.51 0.8805 1470 
(0.059) (0.296) (0.092) (0.094) 

Notes: The basic mode! is given in equations ( 10) al1CI ( 13)-( 14). The sample is Hl80-1992 for 
Regional data an d 1950-1985 for Country data. IJ 11 ancl IJ,1 are the standard deviations of the 
prior restrictions. a and p are the average estimates across 144 regions (Regio data) or 17 
countries (Heston an d Summers data) aud Likelihood the value of the posterior rnode under the 
particular prior restriction. The clispersion (standard deviation) of the coefficients across units 
is in parenthesis. The row with CT 11 = cr,1 = :X) corresponcls to OLS estimates unit by unit and 
the one with cr11 = cr,1 = 0.00001 corrcsponds to poolcd estirnates. 
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Table 3: Test of Unconditional Convergence 

Schwarz criterion Posterior Odds a• Likelihood Ratio 

European Regions 
1980-1992 sample -380.41 -645.23 0.0000 0.0000 

European Countries 
1950-1985 sample -61.37 -92.78 0.0000 0.0000 
1950-1965 sample -68.13 -99.54 0.0000 0.96.51 
1966-1985 sample 5.69 -25.71 0.0000 0.0000 
1950-1979 sample -48.33 -79.73 0.0000 0.9495 

Notes: Schwarz Criterion is defined in equation (30), the (Small Sample) Posterior Odcls criteria is 
defined in equation (29), a* is the ex-post prior probability on the alternative definecl in equation 
(31). For the Posterior Odds criteria the prior probability odds are set to 0.50. In the column 
likelihoocl ratio we report the p-value of the test (the statistics is clistributecl as y 2 (2)). 

Table 4: Explaining the Cross-seetioual Distribution of Steady States 

Regressors European Regions l Enropean Countries 
80-92 Sample 50-85 Sample 50-65 Sample 66-85 Sample 50-79 Sample 

Constant -0.16 -0.05 -0.36 -0.07 -0.1 o -0.01 0.09 0.003 0.003 
(-4.06) ( -0.76) (-0.98) (-0.73) (-0.21) (-0.42) (0.45) (0.07) (0.01) 

Initial 0.60 0.51 0.47 0.33 0.29 O. 77 0.76 0.06 0.05 
Conditions ( 5.42) ( :~.36) (3.28) (2.20) (2.46) (10.69) ( 10.92) (0.63) (0.57) 
Secondary 0.45 0.63 0.20 0.16 
Education ( 1.11) (0.73) (0.93) (0.36) 

1/Y 0.00:3 0.0 l -0.002 0.008 
(0.50) (1.11) (-o .:rn ( 1.16) 

Government 0.48 -3.29 -0.64 -1.58 
Share (0.31) (-2.41) ( -0.98) (-1.80) 

R,2 0.21 0.47 0.40 0.10 0.13 0.86 0.89 -0.04 -0.09 

Notes: The dependent variable of tlw rcgression is the estimateci steacly state compute as SS; = l~p 
if p< l and S'Si= a* ~~~~P+' +PTYo if p> l. The 1/Y variable is from the appenclix ofMankiw, 
Romer a.ncl \Veil ( 1992). The Seconclary Education ami the Government Share varia.bles are from 
Barro (l 99 l). t-statistics for the hypothesis t h a. t the coefficient is zero are in parenthesis. 
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Table 5: A verage Estimateci Parameters 

O' v 0'7) 0: p Likelihood 

European Countries, Sample 1950-1965 
.000001 .000001 -0.0010 0.9902 517.0 

.000001 .100000 0.0046 0.9724 488.9 
(o .029) 

.000001 1.00000 0.0134 0.9361 287.8 
(0.118) 

.001000 .000001 -0.0011 0.8871 518.9 
(0.052) 

.001000 .100000 0.0062 0.8762 -207.3 
(0.051} (0.032) 

.001000 1.00000 0.0063 0.8268 -1757.0 
(0.061) (0.145) 

.001000 .001000 -0.0006 0.9886 510.9 
(0.004) (0.002) 

00 ()() 0.0051 0.7875 -6452 
(0.122) (0.179) 

European Countries, Sample l 966-1985 

.000001 .000001 0.0021 0.9915 844.6 

.000001 .l 00000 o .0036 o. 98:);) 856.6 
(0.019) 

.000001 1.00000 0.0046 0.9802 857.7 
(0.026) 

.100000 .000001 -0.0044 0.8856 870.0 
(0.04.5) 

.100000 .100000 -0.009:3 0.8830 873.7 
(0.047) (0.029) 

.100000 1.00000 -0.017:3 0.8805 877.1 
(0.050) (0.092) 

1.00000 .000001 -0.0067 0.8482 870.1 
(0.061) 

1.0000 .100000 -0.0170 0.8415 875.2 
(0.075) (0.035) 

1.0000 1.00000 -0.0033 0.8316 879.8 
(0.097) (0.108) 

00 00 -0.0041 0.8294 877.2 
(0.098) (0.106) 
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European Countries, Sample 1950-1979 

(l"v (]"'l Cl' p Likelihood 

.000001 .000001 0.0009 0.9870 781.37 

.000001 .100000 0.0009 0.9557 511.31 
( 0.436) 

.000001 1.00000 0.0009 0.9557 509.9 
(0.437) 

.100000 .000001 -0.0165 0.9274 577.5 
(0.029) 

.100000 .100000 -0.0449 0.8685 -669.8 
(0.122) (0.112) 

.100000 1.00000 -0.0450 0.8683 -672.5 
(0.122) ( 0.121) 

1.00000 .000001 -0.0165 O.!J274 577.5 
(0.029) 

1.00000 .100000 -0.0450 0.8684 -671.4 
(0.122) ( 0.121) 

1.00000 1.000000 -0.0451 0.8682 -67 4.1 
(0.127) ( 0.121) 

0.0003 o.ooo:~ 0.00 l o.98n 784.36 
(o.oo:3 l (0.001) 

= lÀ' -0.0451 0.8682 -675.7 
(0.122) (0.120) 

Notes: The basic mode! is given in equations (10) and (13)-(14). (l"v and (J"ry are the standard devi
ations of the prior restrictions. r1 ancl p report average estirnates across the 17 countries and 
Likelihood the value of the posterior mode un der the particular prior restriction. The dispersion 
(standard deviation) of the coefficients across units is in parenthesis. The row with (l"v = (J"ry = = 
corresponds to OLS estimates nnit by nnit ancl the one with (l"v = (J"Tl = 0.00001 corresponds to 
pooled estimates. 
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O' v 

.000001 

.000001 

.000001 

.100000 

.100000 

.100000 

1.00000 

1.00000 

1.00000 

00 

Overall 
Belgium 
Germany 

Greece 
Spain 

France 
Italy 

N etherland 
Portugal 

UK 

Table 6: A verage Estimated Parameters 
European Regions, Sample 1980-1992 

Regional lncome scaled by Country Means 

O'ry a p 

.000001 -0.0023 0.9886 

.100000 -0.0030 0.9900 
(0.019) 

1.00000 -0.0124 0.9420 
(0.147) 

.00000 l -0.0072 0.9054 
(0.025) 

.100000 -0.0079 0.9007 
(0.025) (0.091) 

1.00000 -0.0168 0.8684 
(0.022) (0.155) 

.000001 -0.0098 0.8611 
(0.033) 

.100000 -0.0127 0.8224 
(0.0:39) (0.012) 

1.000000 -0.0285 0.6820 
(0.07:3) (0.169) 

x -0.0405 0.6334 
(0.012) (0.310) 

Test of Uneonditional Convergence 
Schwarz criterion Posterior Oclds Ex-post a 

17S.3 -80.93 0.0000 
l :).()6 -3.54 o .0000 
27.86 -29.26 0.0000 
6.09 -17.95 0.0000 
1o.:n -21.os o.oooo 
2:1.56 
16.04 
10.17 
tJ.29 
5.20 

-l ~.86 
-18.95 
-1:).86 
- 4.76 
17.00 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0002 
0.0000 

Test of Persistence in lnequalities 

Constant 
0.01 

(0.25) 

I nitial Con clitions 
1.005 
( 4.27) 

0.12 

36 

Likelihood 

3866.6 

3908.5 

3936.7 

4013.2 

4017.4 

4057.6 

40:39.5 

4056.5 

1114:3.8 

4190.4 

Likelihood Ratio 
0.00001 

Notes: The basic mode! is given by (10) ancl (1:3)-(14). o-v ancl o-'7 are the stanclarcl deviations of 
the prior restrictions. a ancl p are the aver age estirnates across 144 regions (Regio data) an d 
Likelihoocl the value of the posterior mode un der the particular prior restriction. The clispersion 
(standard deviation) ofthe coefficients across units is in parenthesis. The row with a-v= o-,1 = oo 
corresponds to OLS estirnat.es unit by unit ancl the one with O'v = a-ry = 0.00001 corresponds 
to poolecl estimates. The tests for unconditional convergence with country names refer to the 
hypothesis that regions of the same country converge to the same steady state. 
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Table 7: Effects of Measurement Error in y; 

p p J1 '!JL 
a 

0.98 0.77 0.00 2.62 
0.98 0.77 0.20 2.98 
0.98 0.77 0.30 3.20 
0.98 0.77 0.40 3.46 
0.98 0.77 0.50 3.83 
0.98 0.77 0.60 4.46 
0.98 0.77 0.70 6.21 
0.98 0.88 0.00 1.69 
0.98 0.88 0.20 1.88 
0.98 0.88 0.30 1.99 
0.98 0.88 0.40 2.10 
0.98 0.88 0.50 2.23 
0.98 0.88 0.60 2.40 
0.98 0.88 0.70 2.67 

Notes: The mode! considered is !Jf = Y! +w i w h ere y; = PiA-I + u;. w; = pwL 1 +e; an d E( eL Yi) = O. 
The table reports for a given (J what is the variabilit.y of thE' innovation in .IJit relative to the 
variability in the innovation in nwasurenwnt error which is neeclecl, for difi'erent values of p, to 
get the p w P obtain front t. h e da t a. 
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